Main Deck Cargo Loading Configurations A, B, and C

**CONFIGURATION A**
125" x 88" SIDE BY SIDE x22
88" x 125" TRANSVERSE x2

- A1
- A2R
- A3R
- A4R
- A5R
- A6R
- A7R
- A8R
- A9R
- A10R
- A11R
- A12R
- A13

**CONFIGURATION B**
108" x 88" SIDE BY SIDE x24
88" x 108" TRANSVERSE x2

- B1
- B2R
- B3R
- B4R
- B5R
- B6R
- B7R
- B8R
- B9R
- B10R
- B11R
- B12R
- B13R
- B14

**CONFIGURATION C**
125" x 96" CENTERLINE x11
88" x 125" TRANSVERSE x2

- A1
- C2
- C3
- C4
- C5
- C6
- C7
- C8
- C9
- C10
- C11
- C12
- A13
Main Deck Cargo Loading Configurations D, E, and G

**CONFIGURATION D**
88" x 125" TRANSVERSE x17

**CONFIGURATION E**
96" x 125" TRANSVERSE x15
88" x 125" TRANSVERSE x1

**CONFIGURATION G**
96" x 125" x1 and 88" x 125" x2
96" x 188" ENGINE PALLETS
96" x 196" 16-FT PALLETS

G/P1  P2  P3  P4  P5
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Main Deck Cargo Loading Configuration A

Detailed Dimensions

- **88" X 125" CONTAINER** (224 cm x 318 cm) POSITION A1
  - 76" (193 cm)
  - 72.5" (184 cm)
  - 43" (109.2 cm)
  - 525
  - 3.26
  - 1.26

- **126" X 88" CONTAINER** (318 cm x 224 cm) POSITIONS A2 - A12
  - 45.5" (114.5 cm)
  - 83.25" (211.5 cm)
  - 78.5" (199 cm)
  - 80.25" (153 cm)
  - 41" (104.1 cm)
  - 1.75" (4.5 cm)

- **88" X 125" CONTAINER** (224 cm x 318 cm) POSITION A13
  - 72.5" (184 cm)
  - 79" (200.7 cm)
  - 122.5" (311 cm)

**Netted pallets**
- In Position A1 are limited to a height of 76.0" (193 cm).
- In Position A13 are limited to a height of 79.0" (200 cm).
- All other pallet dimensions are the same as container dimensions.
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Main Deck Cargo Loading Configuration B

Detailed Dimensions

NETTED PALLETs IN POSITION A1 ARE LIMITED TO A HEIGHT OF 76.0” (193 cm).
NETTED PALLETs IN POSITION A13 ARE LIMITED TO A HEIGHT OF 79.0” (200 cm).
ALL OTHER PALLET DIMENSIONS ARE THE SAME AS CONTAINER DIMENSIONS.
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Main Deck Cargo Loading Configuration C
Detailed Dimensions

NETTED PALLETS IN POSITION A1 ARE LIMITED TO A HEIGHT OF 76.0" (193 cm).
NETTED PALLETS IN POSITION A13 ARE LIMITED TO A HEIGHT OF 79.0" (200 cm).
ALL OTHER PALLET DIMENSIONS ARE THE SAME AS CONTAINER DIMENSIONS.
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Main Deck Cargo Loading Configuration D

Detailed Dimensions

**88" X 125" CONTAINER (224 cm X 318 cm)**
- **A1**: 76" (193 cm)
- **D2 - D16**: 72.5" (184 cm)
- **A3**: 43" (109.2 cm)
- **D10 - D16**: 122.5" (311 cm)

**NETTED PALLET SIZES**
- **A1**: Limited to a height of 76.0" (193 cm).
- **A13**: Limited to a height of 79.0" (200 cm).
- All other pallet dimensions are the same as container dimensions.

---
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Main Deck Cargo Loading Configuration E

Detailed Dimensions

88" X 125" CONTAINER (224 cm X 318 cm) POSITION A1

96" X 125" CONTAINER (244 cm X 318 cm) POSITION E2 - E15

96" X 125" CONTAINER (244 cm X 318 cm) POSITION A13

NETTED PALLETS IN POSITION A1 ARE LIMITED TO A HEIGHT OF 76.0" (193 cm).
NETTED PALLETS IN POSITION A13 ARE LIMITED TO A HEIGHT OF 79.0" (200 cm).
ALL OTHER PALLET DIMENSIONS ARE THE SAME AS CONTAINER DIMENSIONS.
Main Deck Cargo Loading Configuration G

Detailed Dimensions

NETTED PALLET DIMENSIONS ARE THE SAME AS CONTAINER DIMENSIONS.
Belly Compartment Loading Configuration
LD1, LD3 (Size Code K)

1 CONTAINER PER ROW
15 OFFSET ROWS

LD1

(233.5 cm) 92”

60.4” (153.5 cm)

61.5” (156 cm)

LD1

FORWARD BELLY DOOR OPENING 134”

11 12 21 22 31 32 33 34

41 42 43 44 45 51 52 BULK

LD3

1 CONTAINER PER ROW
15 OFFSET ROWS

64” (162.5 cm)

LD3

AFT BELLY DOOR OPENING 70”

LD3

(200.5 cm) 79”

64” (162.5 cm)

64.5” (164 cm)

BULK

BELLY DOOR OPENING 38”
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Belly Compartment Loading Configuration
LD4, LD8 (Size Code Q)
Belly Compartment Loading Configuration

P1, LD-7, LD-9 (Size Code A)

1 CONTAINER PER ROW 4 CENTERLINE ROWS

88" (224 cm) 64" (162.5 cm) 125" (318 cm)

FORWARD BELLY DOOR OPENING 13°

FORWARD BELLY COMPARTMENT ALSO CAPABLE OF CARRYING 4 PALLETs OR 125" ULDs